TNO, connecting people and knowledge
HYDROGEN FUEL CELLS
Vision for the 2050 hydrogen economy
Hydrogen is a central pillar of the energy transformation
required to limit global warming to two degrees Celsius
(COP21, Paris 2015). Hydrogen can offer economically
viable and socially beneficial solutions. Achieving the
hydrogen vision creates significant benefits for the energy
system, the environment, and businesses around the
world.

Hydrogen & fuel cells are critical
elements in the decarbonization of the
transportation sector
FCEVs are a necessary, complementary to BEVs, to achieve
deep decarbonization of the transportation sector. They
are convenient for consumers due to long ranges and fast
refueling times and particularly competitive for heavilyused vehicles.

Hydrogen Fuel Cell Solutions
The Hydrogen Fuel Cells group in TNO concentrates on
algorithms for state-of-health and state-of-function
estimation of the H2 Fuel Cell and model-based calibration
and validation of the best possible fuel cell – battery
combination for a specific use case, providing a robust,
efficient and reliable powertrain with the lowest possible
TCO.

Model parameters identification &
validation via testing
Various test setups are available in the TNO laboratories,
e.g. electrical cyclers of various sizes for electrical testing
of cells and stacks, climatic chambers for testing at
different temperatures and humidity levels, automated
testing systems with flexibility in terms of possible profiles,
Matlab/Simulink coupling for the vehicle / battery / fuel
cell toolchain.

Fuel cell state estimation:
Health Monitoring
Health monitoring of fuel cells is realized via state of health
(online impedance characterization), state of function (to
support energy management) and thermal state
(temperature distribution) estimation algorithms.

Multi-level assessment methods
mixed testing
Testing methods on component level range from
Functional verification, Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL),
Technology evaluation to Accelerated ageing/endurance.
Testing methods on vehicle level range from vehicle-level
verification, Vehicle-in-the-Loop (ViL) to Test-track (e.g.
UITP SORT).
Assessment methodology (KPIs, models) are developed for
field deployment evaluation on vehicle and fleet level.

Energy management and system
optimization
The Equivalent Cost Minimization Schedule (ECMS)
method is used for energy management and system
optimization. This system-level model is embedded in the
TNO framework.
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